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Administration

The sample was submitted on time Y

Final marks were included on the cover sheets Y

All candidates’ work was authenticated Y

Content/Tasks and Annotation

Content/Tasks were appropriate and clearly met assessment objectives Y

Centre marks were supported by appropriate annotation Y

Assessment
The following statement best describes the outcome of moderation of marks

Marking was fair and consistently applied the assessment criteria Y

Rank order was generally agreed but marking tended to be generous N

Rank order was generally agreed but marking tended to be severe N

Rank order was not generally agreed N

Moderator's Comments/Advice

Centre marks accepted

Moderator's Report 2013



Administration: 

The small sample of folders arrived in good time. Thank you for that. The 
folders and coversheets were well presented and included precise details of 
task-setting and extensive commentaries on the candidates’ work. Thank you 
for your letter explaining the amendments made to the sampling process for 
your centre. There was the occasional issue with the administration of the 
sample though. The folders were not in sample order and occasionally the 
final mark awarded on responses differed from that written on the coversheet.

Content/Tasks and Annotation: 

‘Romeo and Juliet’ was the main Shakespeare text studied, although it was 
refreshing to note the use of ‘Henry V’ on occasions, and the theme of conflict 
was explored and compared with appropriate choices from the WJEC Poetry 
Collection. Candidates generally wrote descriptive accounts of the plot of the 
play and reference to the poems was often thin and sketchy. I did notice that 
these responses seemed formulaic with many candidates making similar 
points in a similar order. The emphasis in most responses was on description 
and explanation rather than exploration of character and language.

Different Cultures prose was served by the ever-popular ‘Of Mice and Men’ 
and the task on discussing the presentation of loneliness through reference to 
four, sometimes, five, characters sometimes resulted in fragmentary 
responses with character snapshots that rarely explored the presentation of 
the theme in any depth. While there was some reference to social and 
historical context in most of the candidates’ responses I did feel that more 
reference needed to be made to this important assessment criterion. 

‘My Special Moment’ was the popular choice for first person narrative writing 
and all candidates demonstrated an easy familiarity with the features of this 
genre and managed to produce coherent, well-crafted responses. I enjoyed 
Shauna Britton’s evocation of the unique atmosphere of a wedding day 
although her response, like many in the sample, was rather thin.

A range of titles was evident in the third person narratives which similarly 
demonstrated a clear understanding of the features of this genre. Again these 
narratives tended to lack development, although I enjoyed Sam Madder’s 
lively tale.

There was much evidence of detailed annotation and internal moderation in 
the folders and it is clear that teachers at the centre take assessment 
seriously and try to do their best for the candidates through well-focused, 
supportive marking of work. 

Assessment: 

There was a little evidence of generosity in some of the centre’s assessments 
of the folders in the sample. Reading pieces that primarily consisted of 
narrative-driven descriptions of events and characters were at times over-
rewarded and throughout the sample there was little evidence of probing, 
sustained analysis. Writing pieces that were essentially rather thin and lacking 
development were similarly leniently assessed at times. Sam Madder's 
Shakespeare/Poetry had no linking section, so was generously assessed with 
a mark of 12. Nevertheless, this generosity was not usually significant, but it 
might be an idea to re-visit WJEC exemplar material in future departmental 
moderation sessions in light of my observations.

Thank you for your endeavour and the conscientious manner in which you 
have contributed to the moderation process. It was a pleasure to read your 
candidates’ work.


